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Peano endeavoured to revive the old Volapiik Academy as a new 
academy, later renamed “Academia pro interlingua,” and his re- 
peated efforts to report at mathematical congresses in his latino 
sine flexione finally succeeded at the Toronto congress of 1924. 
In addition, Peano’s efforts concerning the publication of 
his work “Formulaire de math.5matiques,” (later renamed “Formulaire 
mathgmatique, ” “Formulario mathematico”) ~01s. 1-5 are mentioned 
in several paragraphs. 
This book has little overlap with the above mentioned 
biographical sketch except the essential biographical details. 
The reviewer recommends it to everyone interested in the life 
and works of Peano. 
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DEPUIS 1789, ET SUR LEUR ETAT ACTUEL, ETC. By <J.B.J. 
Delambre. Reprint of the original Paris edition of 1810. 
Amsterdam (B. M. IsraBl). 1966. viii+362 pp. 
Reviewed by Philip C. Enros 
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Napoleon, in 1802, charged the Institut National de France 
with preparing a review of the progress and state of the sciences, 
literature and the arts since 1789. In 1808 the mathematical 
sciences section of the Institut was the first to present its 
report, which was prepared by its secretaire perpgtuel, Jean 
Baptiste Delambre. The present work is a reprint of the first 
publication in 1810. [l] The reprint has two flaws, the lack 
of a name index and of an introduction. A name index is re- 
quired if the book is to be useful as a reference, since one 
often finds an individual mentioned in various places throughout 
the book. This is a result of Delambre’s style of writing 
history, which consists in arranging under the headings of the 
topics of each mathematical science the progress, that is, work, 
in that area. As in his Histoire de l'Astronomie, Delambre lists 
the events with little, if any, historical discussion. To remedy 
this defect I have prepared a name index (HM 3, 321-324). An 
introduction to the reprint would also have been most welcome 
to both the specialist and general reader-[21 TheRapportHistor- 
ique mentions nearly all the events of the period 1789-1808 which 
later histories, such as Kline’s Mathematical thought from ancient 
to modern times (New York, 1972), have recognized as important. 
Thus, for instance, there are references to Gauss’s Disquisitiones 
Arithmeticae (1801), Ruffini’s work in algebra, Mange’s on des- 
criptive geometry, the attempt at an algebraic foundation for the 
calculus by Lagrange, Lacroix’s various treatises, and the many 
works of Legengre and Laplace. There are, however, also a few 
omissions such as Argand’s work on the geometrical representation 
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of complex numbers and Fourier’s claim that an arbitrary function 
can be expanded in a trigonometric series. 
One notable difference from modern histories is the scope of 
the term mathematics. Although Delambre’s use is not quite so 
broad as Montucla’s, he does include such topics as astronomy, 
mechanics , geography, various mathematical theories used in 
physics, and some branches of manufacturing along with what is 
now usually mathematics. His choice of subjects is, to a great 
extent, the same as the coverage of the mathematical sciences 
section of the Institut. 
One final point which should be mentioned concerns Delambre’s 
objectiveness with respect to nationality in his account of the 
progress of the mathematical sciences, since most of the names 
mentioned in the book are those of Frenchmen. The English 
periodical reviews, soon to be concerned with the theme of the 
decline of science in England, were very sensitive to this issue. 
Their opinions ranged from acknowledging that. most of the progress 
did occur in France, through excusing Delambre for dealing with 
what was closest him, to accusing him of offering Napoleon, the 
“Hero and Pacificator,” his “tribute of incense.” [1] While the 
first two views are probably correct, Delambre appears to have 
been quite fair to foreign colleagues, especially when one notes 
that the intent of the Institut in these reports seems to have 
been to give a full account of French work in a wider context. [3] 
All these considerations, I believe, establish the chief import- 
ance of Delambre’s work for historians today--as a reflection by 
a well-informed contemporary of what was felt to be the branches, 
and the progress in those branches, of mathematics and its related 
sciences in the period of the French Revolution and the rise of 
Napoleon. 
NOTES 
1. There do not seem to have been any further editions. 
of this work. However, the first part of the Rapport Historique 
sur les Progrk des Sciences Math&natiques, which was meant as a 
summary of the whole work, appeared in Holland in 1809 in the 
Discours sur les Progr& des Sciences, Lettres et Arts, depuis 
1789 jusqu'a ce jour (1808); ou, Compte rendu par l'lnstitut 
de France 2 S.M. 1'Empereur et Roi, to which many notes were 
added by J. L. Kes teloot. It was this book which was reviewed 
in England by the Edinburgh Review 15 (1809)) l-24 and the Monthly 
Review 60(1809), 521-526 with quite different opinions. I have 
not seen this book. 
2. The articles by I. B. Cohen on Delambre in the Dictionary 
of Scientific Biography and that by C. L. Mathieu in Michaud’s 
Biographie Universelle give helpful background. 
3. On 6 October 1807 the Institut in a general assembly 
decided “Dans les genres de connaissance qui le comportant, les 
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travaux des Etrangers seront mention&s avec ceux des FranEais 
autant que les circonstances et les notions qu’on peut en avoir 
le permettront .I’ See E. Maindron L'Acad&mie des Sciences (Paris, 
1888), pp. 286-288. 
VZ IAIMOSVYAZ FILOSOFII I MATEMATIKI V PROTSESSE ISTORICHESKOGO 
RAZVITIYA OT EPOKHI VOSROZHDENIYA DO NACHALA XX VEKA (The 
relations of philosophy and mathematics in the process of 
historical development from the Renaissance to the beginning 
of the XX century). By 0. I. Kedrovskii. Kiev (Vishcha 
Shkola). 1974, 341 p. 
Reviewed by Ernest Stipani6 
University of Belgrade 
Le present volume reprisente la suite de l’ouvrage (en russe) 
intitul6 Les rapports entre la philosophie et les math6matiques 
dans le processus du d&eloppement historique depuis Thal&s jusqu'2 
1'6poque de la Renaissance, publie par l’auteur CJ Kiev en 1973 
(edition de l’llniversitg de Kiev). 11 est consacrg B l’histoire 
du d&eloppement de la philosophie et des mathematiques depuis la 
Renaissance jusqu’au dGbut du XXe si&cle, ainsi qu’aux formes 
concretes de leurs liens mutuels. I1 contient sept chapitres: 
Introduction (3-10); La philosophie naturelle et la science 
exacte (11-39); Les mathgmatiques et la methodologie de la 
connaissance (40-69) ; Le role des idGes philosophieues dans la 
formation des mathgmatiques des grandeurs variables (70-104); La 
philosophie et les mathGmatiques 5 1’Gpoque des Lumieres (105-181); 
L’analyse de la nature de la cognition mathgmatique en philosophie 
allemande de Kant a Hegel (182-291); La philosophie marxiste et 
le d&veloppement des mathematiques au tours de la deuxisme moitiG 
du XIXe sikcle (292-341). 
L’int.roduction est consacrGe B la formulation des problemes 
qui seront trait& par l’auteur. 11 souligne, d’une maniere 
touj ours concise, I’intGr$t de la synthgse philosophique pour la 
neutralisation des consgquences n&gatives d’une differentiation 
et sp&ialisation de plus en plus grande des recherches scienti- 
scientifiques et, en rapport avec cela, le problgme de 1 ‘interactior 
de la philosophie et des disciplines particulisres. 11 insiste 
que la solution d’un grand nombre de problsmes qui se rapportent 
a la philosophie et aux mathGmatiques n6cessite une analyse et 
une synthsse philosophique (comme par exemple: la ddtermination 
de l’objet des mathgmatiques, le problgme de l’infini, l’Gtablissem< 
de la connaissance mathgmatique, la mathGmatisation de la science 
et son influence sur le raisonnement philosophique). 
L’auteur remarque que le processus des rapports entre la 
philosophie et les mathhmatiques n’a pas encore gt6 ktudi& en 
tant qu’objet autonome et du point de vue historique, ce qui a 
